California Wildlife

WildCare came to visit and taught about our native California Wildlife.

Now see if you can find some of the words you learned below!

- **AMPHIBIAN**
- **BIRD**
- **COLD-BLOODED**
- **FEATHERS**
- **FISH**
- **FUR**
- **GILLS**
- **LIVE BIRTH**
- **MAMMAL**
- **MARSUPIAL**
- **REPTILE**
- **SCALES**
- **SHELL**
- **TADPOLE**
- **WARM-BLOODED**

WildCare - Live Well With Wildlife
WildCare came to visit and taught about our native California Wildlife.

Now see if you can find some of the words you learned below!

AMPHIBIAN  FUR  REPTILE
BIRD  GILLS  SCALES
COLD-BLOODED  LIVE BIRTH  SHELL
FEATHERS  MAMMAL  TADPOLE
FISH  MARSUPIAL  WARM-BLOODED